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The authors proposed an analytical method for the analysis of the end eﬀect in a pipe bend loaded by a bending
moment with consideration for the action of internal pressure. The method is based on the use of simplifying hypotheses
and is reduced to the solution of a system of fourth-order diﬀerential equations along the axial coordinate with respect to
unknown coeﬃcients in the expansion for tangential displacements. An approximate analytical solution, which has a trap-
ezoidal structure and is written in terms of Krylov’s functions, has been obtained. Boundary conditions are formulated in
terms of the tangential and longitudinal displacements and axial and shearing stress resultant. For the ﬂexibility factor,
analytical solutions are presented in the case where a bend is approximated by a rigid restraint on both ends. To verify
the analytical solution and its applicability limits, two numerical procedures were developed, which are based on the ﬁnite
diﬀerence method and the reduction to the Kochi problem by the expansion of the unknowns in the Fourier series over the
circumferential coordinate. The authors compare the results obtained with data from the literature, discuss the advantages
and disadvantages of the methods, and present recommendations for their practical application.
 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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A pipe bend is a critical component of piping systems used in power, petrochemical, and other industries.
Calculation of its stress state is an important and complex problem. A peculiar feature of a deformation of a
bend is that additional transverse forces resulting in ovalization of the cross-section occur when external bend-
ing moments are applied perpendicular to the bend axis. The ovalization of the cross-section leads to an
increase in the bend ﬂexibility factor K as compared with a straight pipe of the same cross-section and aﬀects
considerably the stress state.
There exist two dimensionless parameters predetermining the diﬀerence between a pipe bend and a straight
pipe. The ﬁrst is the parameter of curvature a representing the ratio of the bend cross-section radius R to the0020-7683/$ - see front matter  2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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relationship: k ¼ R2Bt, where t is the pipe wall thickness. The larger these parameters, the stronger the diﬀerences
in the ﬂexibilities and stress distributions in a straight pipe and a pipe bend. A pipe bend is usually considered
as a toroidal shell and is solved by appropriate methods. It should be noted that in the literature on the shell
theory, many of theoretical methods and practical examples of calculations are associated with the solutions
for a pipe bend. This problem attracts investigators because of a great variety of eﬀects and tasks encountered
in the analysis of toroidal shells. By convention, all these tasks can be divided into two categories.
The ﬁrst category comprises the so-called far end (or local) solutions, i.e., the solutions for very long pipe
bend wherein the distribution of internal forces in every bend cross-section is proportional to the values of the
external global bending moments. A correct solution to this problem for in-plane bending in the case of small
a and k was ﬁrst proposed by Karman (1911) although the main features of the bend deformation had been
described by Dubyaga (1909) somewhat earlier. Later many publications generalized Karman’s results by tak-
ing into account large values of k (Beskin, 1945; Clark and Reissner, 1951) and a (Cross, 1952). It was found
both experimentally and theoretically that, in the case of out-of-plane bending (orthogonal bending), ovaliza-
tion also occurs and the bend ﬂexibility increases similarly to in-plane bending (normal bending) (Vigness,
1943). The eﬀect of the internal pressure manifests itself in the increase in the rigidity of the cross-section,
and its analysis requires consideration of a geometrically nonlinear problem of deformation. It was considered
for a normal bending in Kafka and Dunn (1956), and a more general analysis of the spatial bending is made in
(Rodabaugh and George, 1957).
This category of the problems was studied well enough, and speciﬁc analytical expressions were derived for
the stress distribution and ﬂexibility factor, which have been included in the existing piping calculation stan-
dards. As an example, the so-called simpliﬁed analysis (NB 3600) included in part III of ASME Boiler and
Pressure Code (1995) should be mentioned wherein the formulas proposed in (Rodabaugh and George,
1957) have been used until now.
For the most part, the above methods involve the traditional approach proposed by Karman and are based
on the principle of minimization of the elastic energy functional. The present authors endorse approaches
based on the exact solution of diﬀerential equilibrium equations and geometrical equations. The method of
solution proposed by the authors (Orynyak and Radchenko, 2004a,b,c) is notable in that it not only predicts
the ovalization stresses in a pipe bend as a shell, but it also yields general equations for the deformation of the
shell axis as a line of the cross-section centers of mass. Thus, a pipe bend can be considered as one element (a
curvilinear rod) of a complex piping system whose stress-strain state is calculated using the theory of rods.
Name the above-mentioned solutions as the far end (local) ones. They provide the general understanding of
the pipe bend behavior for a long enough bend and it is the starting point in treating the end eﬀect. Thus the
second category of the tasks relates to end eﬀects occurring near the junction of a pipe bend with other ele-
ments of the piping system.
Beginning in the 1920s, many works were dedicated to the experimental investigation of this problem (Axel-
rad and Ilyin, 1972); they were particularly intensive in view of the development of new ASME norms for pipe-
line stress analysis early in the 50s. The most careful studies were performed by Pardue and Vigness (1951).
Based on their results, Markl (1955) formulated general recommendations on the practical consideration of
the inﬂuence of the ﬁtting and fastening conditions on the pipe bend stresses and ﬂexibility, which were
included in various international standards. Meanwhile, as early as in 1972 Axelrad and Ilyin (1972) pointed
out the shortcomings of those recommendations. Thus, in particular, the length of the transition zone must
depend on the absolute length of the pipe bend rather than on its angular length.
Since end eﬀects often reduce the actual stresses compared to those calculated according to far end solution
their consideration is a strong stimulus for reducing the consumption of the piping material. In the technical
literature there is a comprehension of the shortcomings associated with the disregard for the end eﬀects or
their consideration on the basis of Markl’s recommendations. For this reason, in the ASME Boiler and Pres-
sure Code (1995), an additional provision has been made for a so-called detailed analysis (NB 3200) performed
generally with the use of the ﬁnite element method (FEM).
The ﬁrst works on the pipe bend calculation using the FEM appeared in the 70s, and as an example, we
mention works (Natarajan and Blomﬁeld, 1975; Ohtsubo and Watanabe, 1977) wherein a numerical analysis
of the inﬂuence of the end conditions on the ﬂexibility and stress distribution was made. In the early 1980s,
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parameters along the bend axis, which is used in the ADINA software. The main drawback of numerical solu-
tions consists in the absence of the predictive ability of the numerical calculations, i.e., the character of the
solution and the quantitative degree of the inﬂuence of a dimensionless parameter on the solution do not
become clear. In other words, a user does not know in advance whether the end eﬀect will be signiﬁcant or
comparatively simple far end solution according to Saint-Venant’s principle (Karman’s like solution) will
be adequate. To be sure, there is a possibility of carrying out a great number of computation experiments
and constructing on their basis some formulas or diagrams for stress distribution or variation of the ﬂexibility
(Kumar and Saleem, 2001; Marie and Nedelec, 2003). However, results of this kind are often related to the
speciﬁc dimensions and the characteristics of the bend and end elements (boundary conditions).
Many analyses of end eﬀects are based on the solution of equations of shell theory. In a number of works
(Kan, 1966; Melo and Castro, 1997) constitutive simpliﬁed diﬀerential equations are derived by minimizing
the strain energy. Here, the unknowns are represented by Fourier series expansion along the circumferential
coordinate, and certain hypotheses are used concerning the interrelation between the displacement compo-
nents, e.g., the hypothesis of the absence of hoop strains (Karman’s hypothesis). Many approaches use the
idea of Whatham and Thompson (1979) where a semi-analytical approach is proposed in which, according
to Thomson and Spence (1983), the functions of point displacements are taken as a double Fourier series
expansion – along the circumferential and longitudinal coordinates. Thus, it is assumed that along the longi-
tudinal coordinate they take the form: cos mpxL and sin
mpx
L , where m is the integer, L is the pipe bend length, x is
the axial coordinate (along the bend length), and the unknown coeﬃcients are determined from minimizing
the potential energy. However, it is known that the eigenfunctions characterizing the end eﬀect are exponential
and result in no inﬂuence if the length L is larger than a certain length characteristic of the eigenfunction.
Therefore, such an approach of Thomson and Spence (1983), which uses kinematically possible displacements,
can be eﬃcient only when L is smaller than the end eﬀect zone. Certainly, this concept is simple to implement
and ﬁnds wide use (Fonseca et al., 2002).
A rigorous solution for the end eﬀect can be obtained from the direct treatment of the equations of shell
theory. Thus, for a cylindrical shell of circular cross-section, three diﬀerential equations are derived with three
unknown components of displacements. In view of the series expansion of the unknown quantities in cosnu
and sinnu, where u is the angular coordinate along the circumference of the section, they are reduced to an
eighth-order diﬀerential equation with respect to the axial coordinate (Goldenveiser, 1976), with the right-
hand side dependent on the external loading. As is customary, the solutions to such equations are sought
as the sum of a particular solution to an inhomogeneous equation and a general solution of a homogeneous
equation with unknown coeﬃcients. In this case, the particular solution of the inhomogeneous equation is a
local solution. An example of this rigorous approach is work of Whatham (1986) the result of which is the
development of a computational procedure and the software. The Kalnins approach (1968), wherein the equa-
tions of the shell theory are solved by the ﬁnite diﬀerence method, is technically simpler. However, in certain
cases, this approach leads to divergent results (Wright et al., 1974).
Thus, the numerical procedures for solving the equations of the shell theory have a number of essential dis-
advantages. First, similarly to the FEM, the numerical solution does not answer the question of the necessity
of carrying out the calculation, i.e., whether the element under consideration is subject to the end eﬀects or, for
its calculation, it is possible to use simple formulas obtained according to the Saint-Venant principle. Second,
since the solution with allowance for the end eﬀect is described by the functions of the form ecÆx and ecÆx,
where c1 is a certain characteristic length element, the solution fails to converge when the calculations are
made for elements of great length. To achieve a better convergence of the results, the element under consid-
eration has to be divided into many pieces, and this, in turn, leads to additional unknown quantities and,
therefore, to a sharp increase in the dimensions of the calculation matrix.
The publication by Axelrad and Ilyin (1972) should be mentioned separately. In this work, making use of a
mathematical formulation of the problem based on shell theory, the authors restricted themselves to a three-
term Fourier series expansion of the unknown displacement, and this narrows the range of application of the
results. Based on the assumption of semi-momentless theory of Vlasov (1949), a system of three fourth-order
diﬀerential equations with respect to the axial coordinate was written and its solution was obtained. Analysis
of that solution enabled determining the corresponding correction factors for the ﬂexibility factor and
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nuclear power engineering codes (PNAE G-7-002-86, 1989). A fundamental result of this research (Axelrad
and Ilyin, 1972) was that the authors determined dimensionless lengths dependent on k and dimensionless
pressure, which enable each of the considered bends, depending on its length, to be a priori referred to as long
(the local solution can be used), medium in length (signiﬁcant inﬂuence of end eﬀects), and short ones (the oval-
ization phenomenon is absent due to a signiﬁcant inﬂuence of the boundaries).
The prime objective of the present study is to obtain an analytical solution taking into account the end
eﬀect in a pipe bend for in-plane bending. In the problem setting our method is similar to that of Axelrad
and Ilyin (1972) and it involves a classical formulation of the problem on the basis of the Kirchhoﬀ-Love
hypotheses for thin-walled shells. The diﬀerence consists in using of a Fourier expansion with more terms,
in the method of solution of the basic system of diﬀerential equations and in the form of results presentation.
It is obvious that the analytical solution to the problems of such class will be approximate, that is why the
question of its reliability and applicability limits depending on the magnitudes of k and a, is very important. A
numerical solution using the method of ﬁnite diﬀerences can be more exact. For this reason, the second objec-
tive of the study is to develop a numerical procedure for the solution. Two procedures have been realized in
the study: a simpliﬁed procedure (the well-known Vlasov’s semi-momentless formulation is used, and the solu-
tion is reduced to the analysis of fourth-order diﬀerential equations) and a complete one (a diﬀerential equa-
tion of the eighth-order is solved). Discussion of the applicability limits, exactness, advantages and
disadvantages of the analytical and numerical solutions are presented in Section 4.
1.1. Governing equations
A pipe bend is considered as a thin-walled shell. Its geometry and nomenclature are given in Fig. 1, where r
and u are the local polar coordinate system related to each cross-section; x, y, and z are the local Cartesian
coordinate system with y being the coordinate of the given point on the beam that connects the bend center
(point O) with the center of the cross-section considered (point O1), which is measured from the point O1; R is
the mean radius of the cross-section; t is the pipe wall thickness; B is the curvature radius; and h = x/B is the
angular coordinate of the bend cross-section. The directions of the local displacements of the points of the
pipe-bend median surface w, v, and u coincide with the directions of the coordinate axes r, u, and x, respec-
tively. The angle u is measured from the axis z in the direction opposite to the axis y.x
z
u
y
r
v w
R
O θ
B
O1
t
ϕ
Fig. 1. General view and coordinate system of a pipe bend.
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the bending moment Kz relative to the axis z, i.e., the moment in the bend planeKz ¼ kzpR2tr; ð1Þ
where kz is a dimensionless factor characterizing the magnitude of the bending moment and r is the reference
stress.
The equilibrium equations for a toroidal shell for a problem in a nonlinear geometrical formulation (in the
case of the joint action of internal pressure and the bending moment) are of the form (Volmir, 1967; Orynyak
and Radchenko, 2004b)Nu
R
þ 1
RS
o
ou
ðQuSÞ þ
1
S
oQx
oh
þ Nx sinu
S
þ vuNPu ¼ 0; ð2aÞ
1
RS
o
ou
ðSNuÞ 
Qu
R
þ 1
S
oL
oh
 Nx cosu
S
¼ 0; ð2bÞ
1
RS
o
ou
ðS2LÞ þ oNx
oh
 Qx sinu ¼ 0; ð2cÞ
SQu þ
1
R
o
ou
ðSMuÞ þ oMuxoh Mx cosu ¼ 0; ð2dÞ
SQx þ
1
RS
o
ou
ðS2MuxÞ þ oMxoh ¼ 0: ð2eÞHere, Nu, Nx, L, Q/, and Qx are the local longitudinal and transverse stress resultants in the corresponding
directions;MuMx andMux are the local stress couples; S is the initial curvature radius of every pipe-bend sur-
face pointSðuÞ ¼ B0 þ R sinu ¼ B0ð1þ a sinuÞ: ð3Þ
B0 is the initial radius of bend curvature, and N
p
u is the circumferential stress resultant caused by the action of
the internal pressure alone:Npu ¼
PR
2
2þ a sinu
1þ a sinu ¼ PRð1 0:5a sinuþ 0ða
2ÞÞ: ð4ÞThe stress resultant and couples are related to the strains as follows:Nu ¼ Hðeu þ lehÞ; ð5aÞ
Nx ¼ Hðeh þ leuÞ; ð5bÞ
L ¼ H
2
ð1 lÞchu ð5cÞ
Mu ¼ Hdðvu þ lvhÞ; ð6aÞ
Mx ¼ Hdðvh þ lvuÞ; ð6bÞ
Mux ¼ Hdð1 lÞ
2
vhu; ð6cÞwhere eh, eu, and chu are the median surface strains, vh, vu, and vhu are the bending strains in the correspond-
ing directions; H ¼ Et
1l2 ; d ¼ t
2
12
; E is the Young modulus, and l is the Poisson ratio.
The median surface strains have the following form (Volmir, 1967):eh ¼ 1S
ou
oh
þ v cosuþ w sinu
S
; ð7aÞ
eu ¼ 1R
ov
ou
þ w
R
; ð7bÞ
chu ¼
1
R
ou
ou
 u cosu
S
þ 1
S
ov
oh
; ð7cÞ
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ponents (Orynyak and Radchenko, 2004a):vh ¼ 
sinu
S2
ou
oh
 ðv cosuþ w sinuÞ sinu
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R
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 lx cosu
S
þ 1
S2
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vl
hu
: ð8cÞHere, lx and lu are the rotation angles of the normal line to the median surfacelx ¼
1
S
u sinu ow
oh
 
; ð9aÞ
lu ¼
1
R
v ow
ou
 
: ð9bÞNote that in the analysis of thin-walled shells the strain components veh, v
e
u, and v
e
hu are often neglected. This
aﬀects the obtained results insigniﬁcantly, but makes it possible to simplify essentially the procedure of the
solution.
Important to note that while all terms in system of the equilibrium Eqs. (2) are usual ones and can be found
in many monographs (Volmir, 1967) , the origin of the last term in (2a) needs an additional explanation. It
appears as ﬁrst approximation in accounting of geometrical nonlinearity from consideration of the deformed
state, where instead of the initial curvature 1/R the resulting curvature ð1=eRÞ ¼ 1=Rþ vu is considered. This
kind of geometrical nonlinearity reveals itself only when Npu  Nu.2. Analytical method of solving the problem considering the end eﬀect
This section is the most important in the present study. Its objective is to obtain an analytical solution tak-
ing into account the end eﬀect. It is necessary to have such a solution for a qualitative description of the end
eﬀect in a pipe bend and for determining characteristic non-dimensional parameters. We seek the solution on
the assumption of small values of a. The method we apply to solve the problem is similar to that of Axelrad
and Ilyin (1972) and is based on the Vlasov’s semi-momentless theory too. The distinction consists in using
slightly diﬀerent initial expressions, accounting for a greater number of expansion terms for unknown func-
tions, and in the method of solving the diﬀerential equation obtained.2.1. Solution sequence and the basic equation of the analysis
The solution method was detailed in Orynyak et al. (2004) and Orynyak and Radchenko (2005), therefore,
only the main points will be reproduced here.
An analytical solution to a boundary-value problem can be obtained by using simplifying hypotheses of
Vlasov’s semi-momentless theory, which yield additional equations relating the displacement components
and allow us to reduce the order of a diﬀerential equation. The strict justiﬁcation of the simplifying hypotheses
was given in (Novozhilov, 1970) and can be found also in (Orynyak and Radchenko, 2004a). Its essence is that,
during ovalization, the values of the transverse stress resultantQu in Eq. (2a) and (2b) are commensurable with
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sions relating the ovalization components of displacementsov
ou
þ w
 
 w; v; ð10aÞ
S
o
ou
u
S
 
þ Rov
Soh
 w; v: ð10bÞConsidering hypotheses (10), all the stress resultants and couples can be presented as functions of only one
unknown function v. However, in this case, Eqs. (2a) and (2b) for the determination of the circumferential Nu
and the tangential L stress resultants become incorrect. These stress resultants should be determined from the
ﬁrst and third equilibrium equations, respectively (Orynyak and Radchenko, 2004a). Thus, Eqs. (10) can be
substituted in the equilibrium equations only when the stress resultants Nu and L are eliminated from them.
To this end, we diﬀerentiate Eq. (2a) with respect to the angular coordinate u once and subtract it from Eq.
(2b). By diﬀerentiating the resulting equation twice with respect to the coordinate u and substituting the rela-
tion for the tangential stress resultant L (2c) in it, we get the following equation for a! 0:NPu
o3vu
ou3
þ 1
R
o4Qu
ou4
þ 1
R
o2Qu
ou2
þ o
4Qx
ou3ox
þ R o
3Nx
ouox2
þ o
2
ou2
2Nx cosu
B0
þ sinu
B0
oNx
ou
 
¼ 0; ð11ÞIn this case, according to hypotheses (10) and geometrical equations (8), the relations for transverse stress
resultant can be written from the equilibrium equations as follows:Qu ¼ 
Hd
R3
o4v
ou4
þ o
2v
ou2
þ R2 o
4v
ou2ox2
þ ð1 lÞR2 o
2v
ox2
  
; ð12aÞ
Qx ¼ 
Hd
R2
o2v
ouox
þ o
4v
ou3ox
þ R2 o
4v
ouox3
 
: ð12bÞThe axial stress resultant Nx is also expressed in terms of the tangential displacements v and has the mag-
nitude of 0ðrtÞ. Since the circumferential stress resultant Nu as it follows from far end solution (Orynyak and
Radchenko, 2004a) is proportional to the coeﬃcient a i.e., Nu ¼ 0ðart=2Þ, which in the present analysis
approaches zero, then assuming Nu = 0, from Eqs. (5) and (7) with regard to (10), we obtain:oNx
ou
¼ Et R o
2v
ox2
þ sinu
B0
vþ o
2v
ou2
  
: ð13ÞDiﬀerentiating Eq. (2c) once with respect to the angular coordinate u and making use of expression (13) for
Nx, we obtain the following relation for the tangential stress resultant L:o2L
ou2
¼ EtR R o
3v
ox3
þ sinu
B0
ov
ox
þ o
3v
ou2ox
  
: ð14ÞThus, all internal resultant stress and couples in (11) are represented as functions of only one variable, i.e.,
the tangential displacement v and its derivatives. Here, it is convenient to represent the tangential displace-
ments v for in-plain bending as inﬁnite trigonometric series:vðx;uÞ ¼ XR½A2ðxÞ sin 2uþ A3ðxÞ cos 3uþ   ; ð15Þ
where the coeﬃcient X ¼ kzrB0ER is introduced for the sake of convenience and Ai are the functions sought for.
Substituting expansion (15) for the displacements v in Eq. (11), by comparing the coeﬃcients at the same
trigonometric terms (i.e., sin iu and cos iu, i = 2,3, . . .), we obtain interrelated fourth-order diﬀerential
equations in the variable x for determining the unknown functions Ai. In the general form, these equations
are written asa1;iAi þ a2;iAi2 þ a3;iAiþ2 þ a4;iA00i þ a5;iA00i1 þ a6;iA00iþ1 þ aiAIVi ¼ fi: ð16Þ
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a1;i ¼ ði4  i2Þ2 þ 6A  i2ði2 þ 1Þ þ 12Pnð1 l2Þ  i4ði2  1Þ; iP 3;
(
ð17Þ
a2;i ¼ 3A  i2ð3 iÞð1þ iÞ; a5;i ¼ 12ð1 l2ÞR2k Rt  ð1Þiþ1 
i3  i2 þ i
i 1 ;
a3;i ¼ 3A  i2ð3þ iÞð1 iÞ; a6;i ¼ 12ð1 l2ÞR2k Rt  ð1Þi 
i3 þ i2 þ i
iþ 1 ;
a4;i ¼ R2  i4ð3 2  i2Þ; ai ¼ 12ð1 l2Þ R2t2 R4 þ i4R4;
f2 ¼ 72A; i ¼ 2
fi ¼ 0; iP 3
	
A ¼ R
4ð1 l2Þ
B20t
2
¼ ð1 l2Þk2; Pn ¼ PR
3
Et3
¼ rup
E
R2
t2
;where rup = PR/t is the hoop stress from the pressure in a thin-walled cylindrical shell.
Eq. (16) diﬀers insigniﬁcantly from the one presented in (Axelrad and Ilyin, 1972) and is the basic equation
in the analysis of the end eﬀect. In the expanded form it is a system of inhomogeneous fourth-order diﬀerential
equations for Ai with respect to x. To obtain a closed solution, it is essential to choose the correct boundary
conditions. The boundary conditions are expressed in terms of the values of the tangential displacement v, lon-
gitudinal displacement u (as a function of v 0, see formula (10b)), axial stress resultant Nx (as a function of v
and v00 in Eq. (13)), and tangential stress resultant L (as a function of v 0 and v000, see formula (14)) as the most
signiﬁcant ones. In this case, it is convenient to represent these parameters in the form of the following series:v ¼ XRðA2 sin 2uþ A3 cos 3uþ A4 sin 4uþ   Þ; ð18aÞ
u ¼ XRðu2 cos 2uþ u3 sin 3uþ u4 cos 4uþ   Þ; ð18bÞ
Nx ¼ kzrtðsinuþ Nx2 cos 2uþ Nx3 sin 3uþ Nx4 cos 4uþ   Þ; ð18cÞ
L ¼ kzrtðL2 sin 2uþ L3 cos 3uþ L4 sin 4uþ   Þ; ð18dÞand the linear relations between the coeﬃcients Ai, ui, Nxi, and Li are obtained from Eqs. (10b), (13)–(15).
Here, i is the harmonic number.
Consider some most commonly used boundary conditions. In the case of a rigid restraint at the end of the
bend, the radial and axial displacements vanish, i.e., vi = ui = 0. In the case of ﬁtting two diﬀerent sections
(bends, straight pipes), the boundary conditions are written as follows:ðviÞ1 ¼ ðviÞ2; ðuiÞ1 ¼ ðuiÞ2; ðNxiÞ1 ¼ ðNxiÞ2; ðLiÞ1 ¼ ðLiÞ2: ð19Þ
Here, the subscripts 1 and 2 indicate that the parameter refers to the ﬁrst or second pipe section, respectively.
2.2. Solution of a diﬀerential equation
To solve Eq. (16), we propose a rather simple approximate analytical method which yields a suﬃcient num-
ber of harmonics for practical application. The method was detailed in Orynyak et al. (2004) and Orynyak and
Radchenko (2005). Here we will brieﬂy repeat the main idea of the solution.
Before passing on to direct obtaining of a general solution for a pipe bend, consider the solution for a
straight pipe (i.e., assume that in the original equations k = 0), for which the system of equation (16) with
the account of the neglect of the coeﬃcients a4,i (that is acceptable at small values of t/R) is broken up into
independent equations of the forma1;iAi þ aiAIVi ¼ 0: ð20Þ
The solution to Eq. (20) is conveniently written in terms of Krylov’s function Yk (x) asAi ¼ C1;iY 1;i þ C2;i Y 2;ibi
þ C3;i Y 3;i
b2i
þ C4;i Y 4;i
b3i
; ð21Þ
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2
chbix cos bix; Y 4;i ¼ 
1
4bi
Y 01;i; Y 3;i ¼
1
bi
Y 04;i; Y 2;i ¼
1
bi
Y 03;i: ð22ÞCk,i are unknown coeﬃcients derived from the boundary conditions, where k = 1 . . .4, and the characteristic
root bi is deﬁned by the following formula:bi ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
a1;i
4ai
4
r
¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ði4  i2Þ2 þ 12 PR3
Et3
ð1 l2Þ  i4ði2  1Þ
48ð1 l2Þ 1þ i4
12ð1l2Þ
t2
R2
 4
vuuut ﬃﬃﬃtR
r
1
R
: ð23ÞAnalysis of Eq. (20) for the parameter bi yields an important conditionb42  b43  b44  b45: ð24Þ
Let us proceed to the solution for a pipe bend. In doing so, we restrict the number of harmonics and assume
that 2 6 i 6 5. A complete solution of the system of equation (16) is written as the sum of the particular and
general solutions to a homogeneous system of equations. The particular solution is trivial and is actually the
far end solution (we will use for its designation the upper indexes ‘‘SV’’ – so-called Saint-Venant solution) for
a pipe bend at a = 0ASV2 ¼ 
72Aa1;4
a1;2a1;4  a3;2a2;4 ; A
SV
4 ¼ 
a2;4
a1;4
ASV2 : ð25ÞAssume that the solution for a pipe bend is also sought for in the form of Krylov’s functions and, for the un-
known characteristic roots, the condition analogous to (24) holds true. (Note that obtained ﬁnal results for the
characteristic roots (see Fig. 2) justify this assumption). Eventually this allows obtaining that the solutions for
higher harmonics do not inﬂuence the solution for a lower harmonic, and the general solution for the func-
tions Ai can be written in the trapezoidal form, where the number of components of the general solution grows
with an increase in i (Orynyak and Radchenko, 2005)A2 ¼ A2;2; ð26aÞ
A3 ¼ A3;2 þ A3;3; ð26bÞ
A4 ¼ A4;2 þ A4;3 þ A4;4; ð26cÞ
A5 ¼ A5;2 þ A5;3 þ A5;4 þ A5;5: ð26dÞHere, the ﬁrst subscript in Ai,j denotes belonging to the desired function Ai and the second one indicates that
the function Ai,j is proportional to the characteristic function Yk (cjx). Then it can be shown (Orynyak and
Radchenko, 2005) that, considering the assumptions made, the system of equation (16) can be reduced to inde-
pendent equations like (20)b1;iAi;i þ b2;iAIVi;i ¼ 0; ð27Þwhere the coeﬃcients b are deﬁned by the combinations of the coeﬃcients ai,j (17).
A complete solution to the system of equation (16) is written asAi ¼ Ai;i þ eAi; ð28aÞ
eAi ¼Xi1
j¼2
Ai;j þ ASVi ; ð28bÞwhere ASVi are the components of the particular solution to an inhomogeneous system of equations and are
actually the local solutions for a pipe bend and the functions Am,n are the components of the general
solution to a homogeneous system. We shall refer to the functions with the coincident indices Ai,j as the
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Fig. 2. Nomograms of the dimensionless parameter ai for (a) the second harmonic; (b) third harmonic; (c) fourth harmonic; (d) ﬁfth
harmonic.
I.V. Orynyak, S.A. Radchenko / International Journal of Solids and Structures 44 (2007) 1488–1510 1497principal ones because they contain unknown coeﬃcients determined from the boundary conditions, while
the other functions will be referred to as additional. The expressions for the functions Ai,i and Ai,j, where
j < i, are as follows:Ai;i ¼ C1;iY 1;i þ C2;i Y 2;ici
þ C3;i Y 3;ic2i
þ C4;i Y 4;ic3i
; ð29aÞ
Ai;j ¼
ki;jAj;j if i j ¼ 2n;
ki;jA
00
j;j if i j ¼ 2n 1;
(
n ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; j < i: ð29bÞHere, Ck,i are the unknown coeﬃcients obtained from the boundary conditions where k = 1. . .4; ki,j are the
correction coeﬃcients, which are the combinations of the coeﬃcients ai,j (17) (Orynyak and Radchenko,
2005); and the characteristic roots ci in (29) are presented as follows (Orynyak and Radchenko, 2005)ci 
ai
R
ﬃﬃﬃ
t
R
r
: ð30ÞHere, ai is a dimensionless parameter depending only on k and dimensionless pressure Pn.
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to know the magnitude of the characteristic roots ci. The formulas derived for determining this parameter are
rather cumbersome and are not given here. In this connection, to enable illustrative evaluation of the bound-
aries of the end eﬀect zone, nomograms of the dimensionless parameter ai are presented in Fig. 2 for the har-
monics i = 2. . .5 as functions of k and the pressure parameter Pn (17). For the second, third, and fourth
harmonics, the above parameter ai is seen to increase with k. For the ﬁfth harmonic, a decrease in the calcu-
lated characteristic root is observed with increasing k because the equation for the characteristic root deter-
mination is the last one in the present analysis.
Discussion of the obtained analytical solution, veriﬁcation of its accuracy by correlation with the numerical
solution and experimental values is presented in Section 4.3. Numerical solution
A procedure for obtaining a numerical solution to the problem with consideration of the end eﬀect is con-
sidered in this chapter. As has been mentioned above, in the general case, the problem reduces to solving a
eighth-order diﬀerential equation with respect to the coordinate x. An analytical solution to such an equa-
tion, whose order was reduced to the fourth-order owing to the applied simpliﬁcations, has been considered
in the previous section. Let us note two types of drawbacks of the obtained analytical solution. The ﬁrst one
is the simpliﬁcations made at the stage of the problem statement and derivation of the basic Eq. (16) of the
analysis. These are the simplifying hypotheses (10) and the condition a! 0 used here. The second drawback
is associated with the approximate solution of the obtained diﬀerential equation (16). We can check the
accuracy of the analytical solution and evaluate its applicability limits by comparison with a more exact
numerical solution.
Two numerical methods of the solution are presented in the paper. Depending on the quantity of the
unknown parameters being considered, we distinguish a simpliﬁed (the solution to a fourth-order diﬀerential
equation is considered and four unknown parameters are introduced) and a complete (the solution to an
eighth-order equation is considered and eight unknown parameters are introduced) solution.
Two objectives were pursued in the realization of the simpliﬁed scheme. Firstly, we needed it to check the
accuracy of the solution to Eq. (16). In fact, we could have checked the assumption of the trapezoidal structure
of the solution by solving numerically Eq. (16). However, it is not quite convenient as Eq. (16) was written
only for the variable v, and the boundary conditions were formulated in terms of the four aforementioned
parameters. For this reason, a more convenient scheme of numerical integration over the variables mentioned
is used. The second objective is obtaining a simple and readily programmable procedure of the solution with
consideration of the end eﬀect.
A complete numerical solution excludes the application of simpliﬁed hypotheses even at the stage of the
problem statement and it is the most exact solution that takes into account the end eﬀect.3.1. Description of the numerical procedure
The general idea of the solution method is as follows. Similarly to Eqs. (18), the unknown parameters are
represented in the form of trigonometric series expansion functions in the coordinate u with the unknown
coeﬃcients dependent on x alone. Thus, a standard procedure of reducing a two-dimensional problem to a
one-dimensional one is used. To ﬁnd the unknown coeﬃcients, a system of diﬀerential equations is set up,
for which it is convenient to seek the solution applying the numerical procedure of the ﬁnite diﬀerence method.
The region considered is split into N subregions (Fig. 3) and we have m(l  1) unknowns at the beginning
and at the end of each subregion. Here m is the quantity of the unknown parameters (m = 4 in the simpliﬁed
and m = 8 in the complete scheme), l is the number of the last harmonic along the coordinate u in the repre-
sentation of the unknown parameters like (18). Such splitting is necessary to provide the calculation stability
and not to allow fast increase in the functions sought for. Then the subregions are split into z elementary seg-
ments by the integration points. Having applied the numerical procedure of the ﬁnite diﬀerence method, we
write m(l  1) equations representing the relation between the parameters at the end of each elementary
B0
k 
k+ 1 
O
0 
1 
I 
II 
N 
Fig. 3. Partitioning scheme.
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index). We can represent the totality of all such equations for one elementary segment in the vector form:fX kþ1g ¼ ½A  fX kg þ fBg: ð31Þ
Here, {Xk+1} is the vector of the unknown parameters at the point k + 1, {Xk} is the vector of the unknown
parameters at the point k, [A] is the matrix of the above relations, and {B} is the vector of free terms.
For each subregion consisting of z elementary segments, a vector equation for the relation between the
unknown parameters at the end of the subregion {X1} and at the beginning of the subregion {X0} is written
by successively applying Eq. (31).fX 1g ¼ ½Az  fX 0g þ
Xz1
p¼1
½Ap  fBg þ fBg: ð32ÞThe system of equations is closed by the boundary conditions and subregion conjunction conditions, which
are written in the following way:fX 1gj ¼ fX 0gjþ1; j ¼ 1; 2; . . .N  1: ð33Þ
Here, j is the number of the subregion.
Thus, to determine 2Nm(l  1) unknown parameters at the beginnings and at the ends of the subregions, we
have Nm(l  1) linear equations of type (32), (N  1)m(l  1) subregion matching conditions, and m Æ (l  1)
boundary conditions at the ends of the region considered.
The two numerical procedures realized diﬀer, in fact, only in the quantity of the unknown parameters
(m = 4 or 8) and in the equations for elementary segments (31). Consider the derivation of these equations.
3.2. Simpliﬁed numerical approach – four unknown parameters
The advantage of the reduced scheme is a relative simplicity of its realization. In contrast to the analytical
solution considered in Section 2, the statement of the problem involves obtaining the solution for larger values
of a. The general eighth-order diﬀerential equation will be reduced to the fourth one by the use of Karman’s
hypothesis (10a) and exclusion from consideration of the transverse stress resultant Qx and couples Mx and
Mux and their derivatives with respect to h in the equilibrium equations This follows from the analysis of
the analytical solution, which indicates that the summands containing Qx, Mx, and Mux in the equilibrium
equations (2a)–(2d), and the more so their derivatives are negligibly small as compared with other summands.
As with the analytical solution of the problem (see Section 2), we use four functions, namely, u, v, N, and L
as the initial unknown parameters. These functions are presented in the form of the trigonometric series
expansion and in the case of in-plane bending are written as (18).
The general idea of the solution is described in item 3.1. Consider derivation of equations of type (31) for
relating the parameters at the end (with the index k + 1) with the parameters at the beginning (with the index
k) for elementary segments (Fig. 3).
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circumferential stress resultant Nu from the ﬁrst equilibrium equation (2a)Nu
Lkþ
Nkx
ukþ
vkþS ¼  o
ou
QuSu
  NxR sinu NPuvuRS; ð34Þ2. We eliminate Nu from the second equilibrium equation (2b) and write the ﬁrst one having written the oL/oh
derivative by the method of ﬁnite diﬀerences1 ¼ Lk þ 1
R
QkuS þ
o2
ou2
ðQkuSÞ
 
þ 2Nkx cosuþ sinu
oNkx
ou
þ o
ou
ðNPuvkuSÞ
	 
 dh; ð35Þwhere vku can be easily found from v
k with taking into account the geometrical equations (8b) and (9b).
Then, in a similar manner, we represent the rest of the derivatives with respect to h by the ﬁnite diﬀerence
method.
3. Write the third equilibrium equatiom (2c) with allowance for the smallness of the component Qx. This will
be the second equationþ1 ¼ Nkx  2Lk cosuþ
1þ a sinu
a
oLk
ou
 
 dh: ð36Þ4. We exclude eu from the physical equations for stress resultants (5) and, considering the expression for eh
(7a) and hypothesis (10a), we obtain the third equation1 ¼ uk þ 1
Et
NkxðS þ lR sinuÞ þ l
o
ou
QkuS
  
 vk cosu wk sinu
	 
 dh: ð37Þ5. Write the physical equation for L (5c) with account of (8c), which yields the fourth equation1 ¼ vk þ 2L
kSð1þ lÞ
Et
þ uk cosu S
R
ouk
ou
 
 dh: ð38Þ6. The fourth equilibrium equation (2d), where the summands from Mx and Mux are neglected, serves to
determine Qu. Considering the expression for Mu (6a) and hypothesis (10a), we writeS ¼ Hd S
R3
o4v
ou4
þ o
2v
ou2
 
þ cosu
R2
ov
ou
þ o
3v
ou3
 
 l sinu
R2
vþ o
2v
ou2
  
: ð39ÞQu
Having substituted expansions (18) in Eqs. (35)–(38) and collected the coeﬃcients ui, vi, Ni, and Li with the
same trigonometric terms, we write ﬁnal equations of type (31) for relating the unknown coeﬃcients at the
points k + 1 and k. The ﬁtting conditions for subregions are identical to (19), and the boundary conditions
are written in the same way as for the analytical solution (see item 2).3.3. Complete numerical approach
Consider a numerical procedure for solving a eighth-order diﬀerential equation, which follows from the
governing Eqs. (2), (5)–(9). This solution is the most accurate as it does not use essential simpliﬁcations at
the stage of the problem statement. As the initial unknowns we use the expansions of eight parameters in
trigonometric series, namely: the longitudinal displacement u(h,u), tangential displacement v(h,u), radial
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transverse stress resultant Qx (h,u), and couple Mx(h,u).
The unknown functions for in-plane bending are written in the following way:uðx;uÞ ¼ kzrB0
E
½U 2ðxÞ cos 2uþ U 3ðxÞ sin 3uþ   ; ð40aÞ
vðx;uÞ ¼ kzrB0
E
½V 2ðxÞ sin 2uþ V 3ðxÞ cos 3uþ    ð40bÞ
wðx;uÞ ¼ kzrB0
E
½W 2ðxÞ cos 2uþ W 3ðxÞ sin 3uþ   ; ð40cÞ
lxðx;uÞ ¼
kzr
E
½lx2ðxÞ cos 2uþ lx3ðxÞ sin 3uþ   ; ð40dÞ
Nxðx;uÞ ¼ kzrt½sinuþ Nx2ðxÞ cos 2uþ Nx3ðxÞ sin 3uþ   ; ð40eÞ
Lðx;uÞ ¼ kzðhÞrt½L2ðxÞ sin 2uþ L3ðxÞ cos 3uþ   ; ð40fÞ
Qxðx;uÞ ¼ kzðhÞrt½Qx2ðxÞ cos 2uþ Qx3ðxÞ sin 3uþ   ; ð40gÞ
Mxðx;uÞ ¼ kzðhÞrt2½Mx2ðxÞ cos 2uþMx3ðxÞ sin 3uþ   : ð40hÞSimilarly to the simpliﬁed numerical procedure of the solution, we write eight equations of type (31) to relate
the parameters at the end (with the index k + 1) to those at the beginning (with the index k) for the elementary
segments (Fig. 3). To simplify the solution, in the expressions for the bending strains (8), we neglect the com-
ponents veh; v
e
u, and v
e
hu. Here, all the derivatives of the functions sought with respect to h are represented with
the use of the ﬁnite diﬀerence method. The equations are written in the following way:
1. The ﬁrst equilibrium equation (2a) is the ﬁrst equationQkþ1x ¼ Qkx 
NkuS
R
þ 1
R
o
ou
ðQkuSÞ þ Nkx sinuþ vku  NPuS
( )
 dh: ð41Þ
2. The second equilibrium equation (2b) is the second equationLkþ1 ¼ Lk þ Q
k
uS
R
þ Nkx cosu
1
R
o
ou
ðNkuSÞ
( )
 dh: ð42Þ
3. The third equilibrium equation (2c) is the third equationNkþ1x ¼ Nkx  2Lk cosuþ
1þ a sinu
a
oLk
ou
 Qkx sinu
 
 dh: ð43Þ
4. The fourth equilibrium equation (2d) is the fourth equationMkþ1x ¼ Mkx  SQkx 
1
RS
o
ou
ðS2MkuxÞ
	 
dh: ð44Þ
5. We exclude eu from the physical equations for stress resultants (5) and, considering the expression for eh
(7a), write the ﬁfth equationukþ1 ¼ uk þ S
Et
ðNkx  lNkuÞ  vk cosu wk sinu
	 
 dh: ð45Þ
6. Write the physical equation for L (5c) with the account of (8c) – the sixth equationvkþ1 ¼ vk þ 2L
kSð1þ lÞ
Et
þ uk cosu S
R
ouk
ou
 
 dh: ð46Þ
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8. Write the eighth equation from the physical equation forMx (7b). Having substituted the expressions for vh
(9a) and vu (9b) in (7b), we obtainlkþ1x ¼ lkx þ
MkxS
Hd
 l S
R
olku
ou
 lku cosu
 !
 dh: ð48Þ
The quantities Nu, Qu, Mux, and lu, which can be expressed through the accepted unknown parameters,
appear in Eqs. (41)–(48). The expression for lu is written according to (9b). We obtain the expression for
Nu by excluding eh from the physical equations for forces (5)Nu ¼ lNx þ EtR
ov
ou
þ w
 
: ð49ÞEq. (6c) serves for the determination ofMux. By substituting the expression for vhu (9c) into this equation, we
haveMux ¼ Hdð1 lÞ
2
1
R
olx
ou
 lx cosu
S
þ 1
S
olu
oh
 
: ð50ÞThis expression includes the derivative of lu with respect to the angular coordinate h. Considering that,
according to (9b), lu is the function of v and w, with the account of (46) and (47) we ﬁnally write the expres-
sion for MuxMux ¼ Hdð1 lÞ
2
2
R
olx
ou
þ 2Lð1þ lÞ
REt
 1
R2
ou
ou
 
: ð51ÞThe fourth equilibrium equation (2d) serves to determine Qu. The expression forMu entering this equation
is written according to the physical equation (6a) and, with the account of the expression for vh (9a), has the
following form:Mu ¼ Hd 1 l
2
R
olu
ou
þ lMx
Hd
 
: ð52ÞConsidering that Mux is the function of L, u, and lx, in accordance with Eqs. (42), (45), (47) and (48), we can
write Qu as a function depending on the parameters v, w, Nx, and Mx:QuS ¼ f ðv;w;Nx;MxÞ: ð53ÞHaving substituted expansions (40) in Eqs. (41)–(48) and collected the coeﬃcients vi, wi, ui, lxi, Li, Nxi, Qxi,
andMxi with the same trigonometric terms, we write the ﬁnal equations of type (31) for relating the unknown
coeﬃcients at the points k + 1 and k. The system of equations is closed by the ﬁtting conditions of type (19)
and the boundary conditions, which, e.g., for rigid restraint, are the following: vi = ui = wi = lxi = 0.
4. Discussion of results and examples
Each of the three solutions given here has its own advantages and disadvantages. The analytical solution
enables determining the dimensionless parameters describing the phenomenon qualitatively and quantita-
tively. A disadvantage of the analytical solution is its approximateness due to the simpliﬁcations adopted
at the stage of statement and in the course of solving the derived diﬀerential equation, the neglect of a and
that it is more complicated. One of the advantages of such a solution is the fast calculation due to a small
number of the unknowns used.
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tage is the ease of implementation. In addition, the problem statement was carried out in such a way that
the solution takes into account the large values of a. The complete numerical approach is the most accurate.
Its implementation is more complex than the simpliﬁed method, but the most substantial disadvantage of such
solution is that the use of eight unknown quantities results in a sharp increase in the calculation matrix and the
calculation time.
The aim of this section is to evaluate the validity of the solution methods proposed, to determine the appli-
cability limits for the analytical solution, and to draw up practical recommendations for taking into account
the end eﬀects.4.1. Comparison with experiment
To check the accuracy of the obtained analytical and numerical solutions with the help of the calculation
method proposed, consider some examples of the calculation of axial rx and circumferential ru stresses that
occur in the pipe bend plane in bending as given in Bathe and Almeida (1982).
Two bends with rigid fastening on both ends and the arc angle h = 90 are considered. For both cases
t = 12.5 mm, R = 131.25 mm, E = 2 Æ 105 MPa, l = 0.28, and B0 = var.
Example 1. The bend radius B0 = 250 mm. Fig. 4 illustrates the plots of axial rx(u) and circumferential ru(u)
stresses on the outer surface. The same ﬁgure presents the results of numerical calculations obtained with the
use of the known ADINAP software (Bathe and Almeida, 1982) and experimental data (Whatham, 1978).
There is a satisfactory agreement between the experimental data and calculated estimates obtained using
the analytical solution. The discrepancy is caused, ﬁrstly, by a high value of a and, in particular, the neglect of
the stresses due to Nu and, secondly, by a high value of k that requires the use of a larger number of
harmonics.
Example 2. The bend radius B0 = 375 mm. Similar plots of the stresses ru(u) and rx(u) are shown in Fig. 5. In
this case (a and k are moderate), we have much better agreement between the analytical solution and the
experimental data.-5
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Fig. 4. Stresses on the outer surface of the bend at the point h = 45 for B0 = 250 mm: (a) axial stresses; (b) hoop stresses.
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Fig. 5. Stresses on the outer surface of the bend at the point h = 45 for B0 = 375 mm: (a) axial stresses; (b) hoop stresses.
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was expected, the complete numerical solution describes the experimental points most reliably. We may say
that the analytical solution proposed demonstrates acceptable accuracy of the calculated estimates up to
k 6 4 and a 6 0.3.
For comparison, Figs. 4 and 5 show the plots of stresses ru(u) and rx(u) obtained for a pipe bend from
local solution, i.e., without consideration of the inﬂuence of the ﬁtting conditions.
4.2. Solution for the ﬂexibility factor
A comparative analysis between the calculation results and the experimental data performed for the cases
under consideration shows the possibility of attaining an acceptable accuracy of the calculated stress esti-
mates. From the practical standpoint, prior to the calculation of a certain speciﬁc bend it is necessary to
answer a question of the expediency of carrying out the calculation of that kind, i.e., to assess a priori the level
of impact of the end eﬀects. In this case, of interest is the ﬂexibility factor for which the expression can be
written in the following way (Orynyak and Radchenko, 2004a):KðxÞ ¼ 1 1:5A2ðxÞ ð54aÞ
for the analytical solution and a! 0KðxÞ ¼ 1 3
2
v2ðxÞð1 lÞ  aNx2ðxÞ
2
ð1þ lÞ ð54bÞfor the simpliﬁed numerical solutionKðxÞ ¼ 1 v2ðxÞ
2
ð1 lÞ þ w2ðxÞ
2
ð1þ lÞ  aNx2ðxÞ
2
ð1 l2Þ ð54cÞfor the complete numerical solution.
Consider two examples: a bend with a rigid fastening at the ends and a bend ﬁtted with semi-inﬁnite straight
pipes.
4.2.1. A bend with a rigid fastening on both ends (Fig. 6)
Consider an analytical solution. A complete procedure for ﬁnding the function A2 in (54a) is described
elsewhere (Orynyak and Radchenko, 2005). Meanwhile, the analytical solution for A2 for this case of ﬁtting
2θ
x
O
Fig. 6. Scheme of a bend with rigid restraint on both ends.
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sion for A2, in view of the symmetry, can be written in the following way:Fig. 7
2–5 –A2ðxÞ ¼ C1chc2x cos c2xþ C2shc2x sin c2xþ ASV2 : ð55Þ
The unknown quantities C1 and C2 are determined from the boundary conditionsA2ðL=2Þ ¼ A02ðL=2Þ ¼ 0: ð56Þ
Here, L is the total length of the bend and are equal toC1 ¼ ASV2
d
ad  cb ; C1 ¼ A
SV
2
c
ad  cb ; ð57Þwherea ¼ ch c2L
2
cos
c2L
2
; b ¼ sh c2L
2
sin
c2L
2
;
c ¼ sh c2L
2
cos
c2L
2
 ch c2L
2
sin
c2L
2
; d ¼ sh c2L
2
cos
c2L
2
þ ch c2L
2
sin
c2L
2
:
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. The function k (59) in the central section of a bend with rigid restraint on both ends for a! 0: 1 – analytical solution;
numerical solution with k = 2,3,5,7, respectively.
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ﬂexibility factor KSV given by far end solutionk ¼ KðxÞ  1
KSV  1 ¼
A2ðxÞ
ASV2
: ð59ÞFig. 7 shows an analytical plot of it versus the parameter g determined asg ¼ L
L0
¼ hB0c2 ð60Þfor the central section of the bend with a rigid fastening on both ends, where L = h Æ B0 is the length of the
bend median line, and L0 = 1/c2 is the characteristic length for the harmonic i = 2. In view of (30), expression
(60) is written in the following way:g ¼ a2 hB0R
ﬃﬃﬃ
t
R
r
; ð61Þwhere the dimensionless parameter a2 is determined from the plot in Fig. 2.
The solution presented is revealing that it determines the parameters that inﬂuence the solution. By using it,
it is possible to make a preliminary analysis and to assess the degree of impact of the end eﬀect. However, the
area of application of the analytical solution is limited by the values of k and small values of a. The numerical
solution is more accurate. Fig. 7 also shows the curves for the deviation function k obtained on the basis of the
simpliﬁed and complete numerical procedures at a! 0 for various values of k. For this case (small values of
a), these curves coincide. The analytical curve and numerical solution also coincide at k = 1. With an increase
in k, we observe an increase in the diﬀerence between the analytical and numerical solutions.
From the practical standpoint, in order to ﬁnd the value k as a function of k and the bend length, it would
be reasonable to have only one generalized curve and a certain additional function of reduction to adjust the
coordinate g. The curve obtained on the basis of the analytical solution can be adopted as such a generalized
curve, and the expression for the dimensionless parameter a2 in the expression for g (61), which is described by
the linear relationshipa2 ¼ 0:098kþ 1:347 for k 6 7; ð62Þ
can be used as the reduction function. The expression (62) was obtained by the simple ﬁtting of analytical
curve to the numerical ones shown on Fig. 7.
Then, in accordance with (61) and (62), the value of the coordinate g on the generalized curve is calculated
by the following formula:g ¼ h  B0  ð0:098kþ 1:347Þ
R
ﬃﬃﬃ
t
R
r
: ð63ÞThen the value of k is determined from the coordinate g and the generalized curve (the analytical curve in
Fig. 7). Note that the analysis was made for small values of a and in the range from k = 1 to k = 7, therefore,
expression (62) is valid at least up to this value.
Depending on the parameter g, bends may be divided by convention into short (g < 1), medium (1 < g < 5)
and long (g > 5). For g < 1, the ovalization of the section is insigniﬁcant and can be neglected. For g > 5,
k! 1 and the solution for the pipe bend is therefore determined from the local problem. In this case, simple
Karman’s like solutions can be used in the calculations. For 1 < g < 5, it is necessary to take into account the
eﬀect of the boundary conditions.
4.2.2. A bend ﬁtted with semi-inﬁnite straight pipes (Fig. 8)
It is also possible to obtain an analytical solution for the function A2 for a bend ﬁtted with straight pipes.
However, in this case, it is impossible to obtain one analytical plot of the function k (52) since the functions A002
and A0002 appear in the equations for the axial and tangential stress resultants for the bend with the coeﬃcients
2θ
x
O
1x
A
Fig. 8. Scheme of a bend ﬁtted with straight semi-inﬁnite pipes.
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teristic root c2 in a bend (30) and b2 in a straight pipe (23):x ¼ c2
b2
: ð64ÞNote that if the values of R and t for the bend and straight pipes coincide, the parameter x can be determined
from Fig. 2 asx ¼ a2ðkÞ
a2ð0Þ : ð65ÞNow we obtain an analytical solution for the function A2. To distinguish between the functions for the sec-
ond harmonic in a bend and a straight pipe, we denote them as A2 for the bend and B2 for the straight pipe.
The expression for the function A2 is written as (55). The function B2 is taken in the formB2ðxÞ ¼ D1eb2x cos b2xþ D2eb2x sin b2x: ð66Þ
The unknown coeﬃcients C1, C2, D1, and D2 are determined from the ﬁtting conditions at the point A, which
are written in accordance with (19) in the following way:vB2 ðL=2Þ ¼ vS2ð0Þ; uB2 ðL=2Þ ¼ uS2ð0Þ; NBx2ðL=2Þ ¼ NSx2ð0Þ; LB2 ðL=2Þ ¼ LS2ð0Þ: ð67Þ
Here, the indices ‘B’ and ‘S’ denote that the parameter belongs to either a bend or a straight pipe, respectively.
In view of expressions (15) for the tangential displacement v, (10b) for the longitudinal displacement u, (13) for
the axial stress resultant Nx, and (14) for the transverse stress resultant L, it is easy to obtain the expressions
for the constants in (55) and (66)C1 ¼ ASV2
2b2xð2aþ cxÞ þ d
g
; C2 ¼ ASV2
2b2xð2bþ dxÞ  c
g
;
D1 ¼ ASV2
2b2x2½2b2x2ðd  cÞ þ ðacþ bdÞ þ xðc2 þ d2Þ
g
;
D2 ¼ ASV2
2b2x2½2b2x2ðd  cÞ  ðacþ bdÞ
g
;
ð68Þwhere g = (4b2x4 + 1)(ad  cb) + 2x3b2(c2 + d2) + 4b2 x2(bd + ca) + 4b2x(b2 + a2).
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Fig. 9. The function k (59) in the central section of a bend with straight semi-inﬁnite pipes on both ends: 1–4 corresponds to k = 1,2,3,5.
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(Orynyak and Radchenko, 2005)b2 ¼ 1
2
þ 2
RB0

a5;3 þ a2;4a1;4
a3;3a5;5
a1;5
 a6;3
 
a3;3a2;5
a1;5
 a1;3 : ð69ÞAs an example, Fig. 9 shows the plots of the function k at a! 0 for the values of k = 1,2,3,5. The plots
were constructed on condition that the values of R and t for the bend and straight pipes coincide. It is seen that
in this case the parameter x (which varies here in the range from 1.043 to 1.677) and the function b2 have a
minor eﬀect on the character of the plots. As for the numerical solution, in this case it has coincided with the
analytical one.
Depending on g, we divide the bends into short, medium, and long ones. It is evident that for a bend ﬁtted
with straight pipes the system ﬂexibility is higher than in the case with rigid fastening at the ends. In accor-
dance with Fig. 8, we refer to pipes as long at g > 3, medium at g < 3 and short at g < 0.2.
Comparison of the simpliﬁed and complete numerical solutions has shown that the use of the simpliﬁed
procedure will suﬃce to determine the bend ﬂexibility factor. The stress distribution (which is required in par-
ticular for the calculation in the presence of a crack when an accurate stress distribution should be known) is
described by the simpliﬁed procedure somewhat worse than the complete one. However, there is no point in
giving a great many curves as it was done in some works, since the solution is aﬀected by a large quantity of
factors (internal pressure, k, a, etc.).
5. Conclusion
Three methods of end eﬀect treatment are presented in the paper (analytical one and two numerical meth-
ods), where the analytical method is considered as the principle one. It is based on the application of Vlasov’s
semi-momentless theory, which allows all the strain and stress parameters to be expressed through the tangen-
tial displacement taken in the form of the Fourier series expansion over the circumferential coordinate with
the unknown coeﬃcients. A system of fourth-order diﬀerential equations along the axial coordinate has been
obtained for them and its approximate analytical procedure has been proposed which is reduced to a consec-
utive solution of independent fourth-order diﬀerential equations.
In the analytical solution of prime importance is the function A2, which determines the bend ﬂexibility fac-
tor, and the characteristic root c2, which establishes the characteristic bend length depending on which the
bends can be classiﬁed into short, medium, and long ones. For the A2 function the analytical solutions have
been obtained for a bend ﬁtted with semi-inﬁnite straight pipes and for rigid restraint on both ends. The
I.V. Orynyak, S.A. Radchenko / International Journal of Solids and Structures 44 (2007) 1488–1510 1509analytical expressions is given for c2 that take into account the k values and the internal pressure. For the
parameter A2 in the case of a bend with rigid restraint on the ends, a simple linear expression is given, which
allows determining the value of the A2 function from a theoretical curve. This expression holds true up to
k 6 7.
Fast calculation due to a small number of the unknowns used is also the advantage of the analytical solu-
tion. The disadvantage of the analytical solution lies in its approximateness and that more eﬀorts are required
for its realization. To verify the analytical solution and its applicability limits, two numerical procedures have
been developed, namely, a simpliﬁed and a complete one, which are based on the ﬁnite diﬀerence method and
the reduction to the Kochi problem by the expansion of the unknowns in the Fourier series over the circum-
ferential coordinate.
The advantage of the simpliﬁed scheme is the simplicity of its realization, where the problem is reduced
to the solution of a system of fourth-order diﬀerential equations along the axial coordinate. From comparison
of the simpliﬁed scheme and complete one (solution of the system the eighth-order diﬀerential equations) it
follows that the application of the simpliﬁed procedure makes it possible to determine the value of the bend
ﬂexibility factor accurately enough. The application of complete numerical scheme can be more preferable at
larger a and for the most precise determination of stress distribution.
The disadvantage of the numerical procedures is that in the calculation of elements of large length as com-
pared to characteristic bend length the solution ceases converging. To obtain a better convergence of the
results, the considered element has to be broken into a lot of sections and this, in its turn, leads to extra
unknowns and, consequently, to a sharp increase in the size of the calculation matrix and the calculation time.
To verify the accuracy of the obtained solutions, the authors compare the results of the circumferential ru
and axial rx stress calculation with the corresponding experimental values. The analytical solution proposed is
shown to demonstrate an adequate accuracy of the calculated estimates up to k 6 4 and a 6 0.3. The complete
numerical solution gives the most reliable description of the experimental points.
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